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Abstract— In this study, a differential wheeled mobile robot 

was controlled in real time using pure pursuit algorithm (PPA). 

The robot was obtained in a simulation environment by using 

Gazebo simulator which offer the ability to accurately and 

efficiently simulate various robots in complex indoor/outdoor 

environments. This simulator was operated with robot operating 

system (ROS) which allows the use of Python, C++, MATLAB or 

various programming languages. In this paper, 

MATLAB/Simulink environment was used to control the robot 

with communication interface between MATLAB and ROS. 

Thus, it is possible to study more comprehensively by using 

multiple the features of MATLAB. The robot was traveled 

around a 4m x 4m area with random waypoints. The position of 

the robot was measured with odometer sensor in order to 

determine the robot’s location. The performance of the control 

algorithm was analyzed by using various information of the robot 

such as robot velocity, motors speed, the robot position, etc. 

Index Terms— Mobile Robot, Pure Pursuit Algorithm, Robot 

Operating System.  

I. INTRODUCTION

HE SCIENTIFIC researches on mobile robots are

increasing rapidly day by day. Legged robots, wheeled

robots, underwater robots, and aerial robots constitute various 

sub-branches of mobile robots [1]. The mobile robots are used 

in medical facilities [2], customer service [3], agriculture [4], 

warehousing [5], package delivery [6], disaster recovery [7], 

emergency response [8], entertainment [9], space exploration 

[10], defense and so on. The mobile robots are used in 

nonindustrial applications and industrial applications. 

Wheeled mobile robots are used in some applications because 

of their many advantages such as rapidity, accuracy, achieving 

easily repetitive and hard tasks, and so on. There are two main 
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types of wheeled mobile robot, non-holonomic and 

holonomic. Non-holonomic wheeled robots have only 2 

degrees of freedom (DOF). One of the movements provides 

linear movement in the x-axis and the other performs the 

rotational movement around the z-axis on a planar surface. 

Holonomic wheeled robots have 3 DOF with higher motion 

capability. Holonomic wheeled robots can travel along x-axis 

and y-axis with linear movement. In addition, they can rotate 

around the z-axis [11]. Holonomic wheels are also called as 

mecanum and omni-wheel. There are some disadvantages of 

these wheels such as expensive, heavy, slow, and friction [12]. 

Thus, non-holonomic wheels are widely preferred instead of 

the holonomic wheels for mobile robot applications. Recently, 

the interest of the differential drive wheeled mobile robots 

(DDWMR) are increasingly noticed and used in many 

applications. DDWMRs have some advantages such as 

flexible motion capability, simple and robust structure, lower 

costs [13]. DDWMRs can be obtained as 2-wheel [14], 3-

wheel [15], and 4-wheel [16]. All these structures have only 

two motorized wheels. The other wheels are used as passive 

castor wheel which can rotate free spin around the own axis. 

The castor wheels are used in order to obtain balance and 

stability. DDWMRs with 3-wheel are widely used in many 

industrial applications. These mobile robots have more easily 

control with high maneuverability [17]. Therefore, a 3-

wheeled DDWMR was used in the current study. This robot is 

called as TurtleBot3 Burger which is developed in 2017. 

TurtleBot3 is an open source based software and hardware. 

This robot is fully supported from robot operating system 

(ROS) platform. ROS enables the development and 

implementation of robot control algorithms, both in the 

simulation environment and in the real environment. Thus, the 

programs developed in the simulation environment can be 

used in real experimental studies without changing them [18]. 

Mobile robots need to control autonomous or manually 

determined point-to-point movements [19]. Pure pursuit 

algorithm (PPA) is widely used for path tracking [20]. The 

PPA has more simple implementation principle with better 

tracking results compared with other path tracking algorithms 

[21], [22]. PPA can be performed by using proportional-

integral-derivative (PID) algorithm [23], linear quadratic 

regulator algorithm [24], model predictive control algorithm 

[25]. The look-ahead point is a critical parameter for PPA to 

achieve appropriate results. 
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This study focuses on the look-ahead value to improve the 

tracking performance of the robot. Therefore, a realistic 

simulation environment and robot model were obtained by 

using Gazebo simulator. A TurtleBot3 Burger DDWMR was 

used for analyzing the PPA. The PPA was developed in 

MATLAB environment which connected to the ROS nodes. 

Two PC were used to obtain a realistic result. A PC with 

Linux operating system was used to simulate both the robot 

and the environment. This PC ran ROS creates publisher and 

subscriber nodes over IP address. The PPA was implemented 

on the other PC with the MATLAB program. Both control and 

monitoring processes were achieved by connecting to ROS 

nodes via IP address. The PPA was analyzed for different 

look-ahead values.  

II.  DIFFERENTIAL DRIVE WHEELED MOBILE ROBOT 

Three wheeled DDWMR was used in this study.  The two 

wheels of the robot are motorized and the other one is the 

castor wheel which can rotate around its own axis. This robot 

can only move linearly along the x-axis. It cannot move along 

the y-axis. In addition, the robot has the ability to rotate 

around the z-axis. It is possible to control the robot in the xy-

plane according to the difference in the angular velocities of 

the left and right wheels. The simplified robot structure is 

given in Fig. 1.  

The robot motion is represented by linear velocity v (m/s) 

and angular velocity  (rad/s). The kinematics equations are 

derived by using the parameters shown in the Fig. 1. The 

forward kinematics of the robot is given in Equations (1) and 

(2). The inverse kinematics of the robot is given in Equations 

(3) and (4).  
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where R is the wheel radius of the left/right wheels, L is the 

wheelbase of the robot, L and R are the angular velocity of 

left and right wheel, respectively. As shown in the forward 

kinematics equations, the robot can be controlled by adjusting 

the velocities of the left and right wheels. If both wheel 

velocities are adjusted equal with opposite direction to each 

other, the robot can be moved either forward or backward in a 

straight line along the x-axis. The wheel coordinate systems 

are not equal. Therefore, the direction of the rotating wheels 

must be unequal for linear motion. If the robot is to be rotated 

about the z-axis in a positive direction, then the left wheel 

should be chosen positive with respect to its own axis and the 

right wheel should be chosen as negative with respect to its 

own axis. 

III. PURE PURSUIT ALGORITHM 

The PPA is the popular tracking algorithm for mobile robot. 

This algorithm calculates the linear velocity v and angular 

velocity  of the robot by using the current pose of the robot 

and the set of waypoint. The PPA has two inputs and two 

outputs as shown in Fig. 2. The pose consists of the robot 

position represented on the xy-plane. The pose of the robot 

represents the x and y points relative to the A coordinate frame 

and its angle relative to the x-axis.    

The look-ahead distance affects the performance of the 

algorithm. If a small look-ahead distance is taken, it can 

improve the robot's path tracking. However, the system 

instability may occur if look-ahead is not well tuned. 

Therefore, this value must be determined appropriately. The 

effect of look-ahead is analyzed for different values as shown 

in Fig. 3. A smoother path tracking can be obtained as the 

value of look-ahead increases. However, a course change 

occurs before reaching the waypoints. If the look-ahead 

distance decreases, the robot changes course after reaching the 
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Fig.2. Inputs/outputs of PPA and other parameters on coordinate frame. 
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Fig.1. Simplified view of a differential drive wheeled mobile robot. 
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waypoints. This state causes undesirable oscillations on the 

robot path as shown in Fig.3. In the study, only kinematics 

equations were used without considering the dynamics 

conditions. The path followed by the robot has both a higher 

oscillation and a longer distance, as indicated by the green-line 

when the look-ahead value is set to 0.01 m. For this reason, it 

is necessary to set the most appropriate value for the PPA. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF PPA FOR DDWMR 

In this study, TurtleBot3-Burger was used to implement the 

PPA. This robot provides open-source features for program 

developers. The technical specification of the robot are as 

follows; Maximum translational velocity: 0.22 m/s, Max. 

rotational velocity: 162.72°/s, Max. payload: 15 kg, 

Dimensions: 138 × 178 × 192 mm, Weight (+ SBC + battery + 

sensors): 995 g, Max. traversable step: 10 mm. The 

mechanical properties of the robot are provided by Gazebo 

simulator environment, as shown in Fig.4. The Gazebo 

simulator is an open-source 3D simulation environment to 

create a robot having realistic dynamics and realistic rendering 

view in complex indoor and outdoor environments. This 

simulator supports some physics engine such as ODE, Bullet, 

Simbody, DART, etc. Thus, the developed robots and the 

algorithms can be tested with a realistic scenario. In addition, 

the simulator provides sensors and noise data in real-time. All 

actuators and sensors can be connected through TCP/IP as a 

remote interface service. 

The robot simulation environment was launched via ROS-

Noetic. ROS was created as master server to obtain connection 

between robot and control algorithm. The structure of the 

connection between ROS and control PC are shown in Fig. 5. 

ROS server was operated in a PC which powered by Linux 

operating system. The Gazebo simulator was also installed the 

same PC. The control algorithm was developed by using 

MATLAB environment. The developed control algorithm was 

communicated with ROS nodes as shown in Fig. 5. ROS has a 

communication interface that enables send and receive robot 

data between any other program languages or environment. In 

the real application, a real robot is used instead of a Linux-

installed PC. Thus, the developed algorithms can be tested 

both simulation environment and real environment without 

any changes. MATLAB can also connect to a real ROS 

network to access all sensor and actuator information which 

are provided from the simulator. The data of inertial 

measurement units (IMU) and odometer (ODOM) are 

generated from Gazebo simulator in real-time. The IMU and 

ODOM are published on ROS topics as shown labeled as 

“rqt_graph” in Fig. 5. The published ODOM data includes the 

information of robot position and orientation on the xy-plane. 

These variables are used in order to control robot.  

The PPA was used to control the robot. The PPA requires 

the robot’s position.x (m), position.y (m), and orientation.q 

(rad). MATLAB subscribed the ODOM through the ROS 

topics. The PPA uses two geometrical equations to calculate 

the distance between robot pose and waypoint, and the 

required angle of the course. The equations for PPA 

calculations are given in Equation (5) and (6). 
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where d is the distance between robot pose and the reference 

waypoint, c is the course of path. xps any yps are the robot 

positions on the xy-plane. xwp any ywp are the waypoints on the 

xy-plane.  

 
Fig.3. Effect of different look-ahead values for path tracking. 

 
Fig.4. TurtleBot3-Burger by Gazebo simulator environment. 
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Fig.5. Block diagram of connection between ROS-Gazebo and 

MATLAB. 
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The course was used to calculate the reference orientation 

movement of the robot. The difference between course value 

and the robot actual orientation value is used in the PPA. The 

sign of differential value determines the rotation direction of 

the robot clock-wise or counter clock-wise. All movements 

were limited by the robot’s specifications. The linear velocity 

and the angular velocity were limited as 0.22 m/s and ±2.84 

rad/s, respectively. 

The developed algorithm in MATLAB environment is 

given in Fig.6. The blue colored boxes are related to ROS. 

Some of them are subscribers and publishers. “/imu” and 

“/odom” are subscribers to give data from the ROS topics. 

“/cmd_vel” is a standard movement command of ROS. This 

command was published from the MATLAB as a geometry 

messages for ROS. The algorithm was implemented with three 

waypoints as WP1(3;0.5), WP1(0.5;3), and WP1(1;0.5). In 

this study, both the kinematic and dynamic states of the robot 

are considered. Therefore, the data measured from the robot is 

very similar to the real robot data.  

The results are obtained for five different look-ahead values 

as shown in the Fig. 7a. The results show that the robot had 

not an oscillation depending on the look-ahead values. 

However, the robot had oscillation with small look-ahead 

values in the previous study as shown in Fig. 3. In the last 

study, the previous oscillations did not occur because the robot 

was considered in dynamic states. It has been determined that 

the travel times of the robot are quite different from each 

other. The travel times of the robot were calculated as 29.7s, 

35.6s, 40.6s, 49.2s, and 55.9s for 1 m, 0.75 m, 0.5 m, 0.1 m, 

and 0.01 m look-ahead, respectively. The reason for the 

difference in travel times is due to the fact that the robot 

reduces its speed considerably when it approaches the 

reference waypoint in PPA control. At the lowest look-ahead 

value, it is seen in Fig.7b (green-line) that the robot reduces its 

speed to almost zero to approach the reference point. 

However, the linear velocity was not decreased as shown Fig. 

7b (blue/red-line) when the look-ahead value was increased. 

The angular velocity of the robot was not affected the look-

ahead value as shown in Fig.7c. The occurrence of rotational 

movements in different time intervals is due to the different 

access times to the reference points.    

V. CONCLUSION 

This study presented an implementation of PPA control for a 

DDWMR. First, a simplified robot model was used in order to 

show the effect of the look-ahead distance value for PPA. The 

results show that the small look-ahead values had undesirable 

oscillation on the robot path. Second, a detailed robot model 

was used by using ROS with Gazebo simulator. A TurtleBot3-

Burger was used in the simulator environment to obtain 

realistic results. The robot was controlled by MATLAB 

simulation environment which is connected to ROS 

environment through TCP/IP. The robot can be controlled via 

PPA which was developed MATLAB environment. The 

results in the last study showed that the look-ahead values 

change the robot's reach to the reference points. In addıtıon, no 

oscillation was observed in the robot movement. It can be said 

that the highest look-ahead distance positively affects the 

travel time of the robot. In this case, the robot changes its 

course without approaching the reference points. 
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